Scholars of communication began to pay attention to fan studies in 1980s. Through reviewing the definitions of fans, the characteristics of fandom, the history of fan studies, this study found that there have been two tendencies since the occurrence of fan studies: one considering fans as morbid and irrational, other praising fans for their taste and creativity. However, both the two tendencies focus on the ‘byproducts’ of fandom, the fan scholars trap themselves in the discourse structures of their own. They either demonize or idealize fans.

Fan community has its own internal structures as a social group; there are leaders who have power in these communities. Some fan scholars point out that hierarchy exists in fan community, but most of them drew their conclusions just from observation and interview. Some of them neglect fans’ activities in their everyday life. Since the fan scholars never use quantitative methods to test or verify their results, their conclusions are too vague to be put into effect. This study combines qualitative and quantitative methods and puts forward a reference index which can be used to measure the characteristics of the leaders of fan community.
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